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Let M be a factor with separable predual and G a compact group of automorphisms
of M whose action is minimal, i.e., MG$ & M=C, where MG denotes the G-fixed point
subalgebra. Then every intermediate von Neumann algebra MG/N/M has the form
N=MH for some closed subgroup H of G. An extension of this result to the case
of actions of compact Kac algebras on factors is also presented. No assumptions
are made on the existence of a normal conditional expectation onto N.  1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A classical theme in Operator Algebras is the Galois correspondence between
groups of automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra and von Neumann
subalgebras.
To be more specific, let M be a von Neumann algebra and to each group
G of automorphisms of M let associate MG, the von Neumann subalgebra
of the G-fixed elements
G  MG. (1.1)
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In a dual way to each von Neumann subalgebra N of M we may associate
the group GN of the automorphisms of M leaving N pointwise fixed
N  GN . (1.2)
These two maps are in general not one another inverse, but restricting to
(closed) subgroups of a given group G and to intermediate von Neumann
subalgebras MG/N/M they may actually become one another inverse.
Such a Galois correspondence was shown to hold by Nakamura and
Takeda [NT] and Suzuki [Su] in the case M be II1-factor and G a finite
group whose action on M is minimal, namely MG$ & M=C.
A different Galois correspondence, between normal closed subgroups of
a compact (minimal) group G and globally G-invariant intermediate von
Neumann algebras, was obtained by Kishimoto [K], following methods in
the analysis of the chemical potential in Quantum Statistical Mechanics
[AHKT]. Generalizations of this result concerning dual actions of a locally
compact group G were dealt with by Takesaki, in case of G abelian, and
by Nakagami more generally, see [NTs].
Another kind of Galois correspondence was provided by H. Choda
[Ch]. It concerns in particular the crossed product of a factor by an outer
action of a discrete group and characterizes the intermediate von Neumann
subalgebras that are crossed product by a discrete subgroup. An important
assumption here is the existence of a normal conditional expectation onto
the intermediate subalgebras.
In this paper we consider any compact group G of automorphisms of a
(separable) factor M, whose action is minimal, and show that any inter-
mediate von Neumann algebra MG/N/M is the fixed-point algebra N=MH
for some closed subgroup H of G, namely the general Galois correspondence
holds in the compact minimal case. Indeed as a corollary the two maps
(1.1) and (1.2) are one another inverse.
A particular case of our result concerning the action of the periodic
modular group with maximal spectrum on a type III* factor, 0<*<1, has
been recently obtained in [HS].
Concerning the ingredients in our proof, we mention the spectral analysis
for compact group actions, endomorphisms and index theory for infinite
factors, arguments based on modular theory, injective subfactors, and
averaging techniques.
We emphasise that the main step in the proof of our result is to show
the existence of a (necessarily unique) normal conditional expectation of M
onto any intermediate subfactor between MG and M.
Note that in this way we also obtain a Galois correspondence for inter-
mediate von Neumann algebras in the case of crossed products of factors
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by outer actions of discrete groups (again, without the a priori existence of
normal conditional expectation).
This poses the following question: If M1 /M2 /M3 are von Neumann
algebras such that M$1 & M3=C, with a normal expectation =: M3  M1 ,
does there exist a normal expectation of M3 onto M2? In other words, does
= factor through M2? Besides the case dealt with in this paper, we know
a (positive) answer in some cases (for example, if M1 /M3 has finite index
or if M3 is semifinite), but no counter-example is known.
At this point we briefly comment on the super-selection structure in
particle physics, which partly motivated our work. It is well-known that
the group of the internal symmetries in a Quantum Field Theory is the
dual of the tensor C*-category defined by the super-selection sectors [DR].
Our result classifies the extensions of the net of the observable algebras
made up by field operators. An analysis of further aspects of this structure
goes beyond the purpose of our paper. However we notice that in low
dimensional Quantum Field Theory the internal symmetry is realized by a
more general, not yet understood, quantum object and this suggests to be
of interest to extend our result to a wider class of ‘‘quantum groups.’’
We take a first step in this direction by providing a version of our result
in the context of actions of compact Kac algebras on factors that turns out
to be new even in the finite-dimensional case. This is included in our last
section.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, von Neumann algebras have separable preduals.
2.1 Operator Valued Weights and Basic Construction
For the theory of operator valued weights and basic construction, our
standard references are [H1, H2, Ko1].
Let M#N be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras. We denote by
P(M, N), E(M, N) the set of normal semifinite faithful (abbreviated as
n.s.f.), operator valued weights, and that of normal faithful conditional
expectations respectively. We denote by P0(M, N) the set of T # P(M, N)
whose restriction to M & N$ is semifinite, (thus T is called regular in [Y]).
Note that P0(M, N) is either empty or P(M, N) [H2, Theorem 6.6]. For
T # P(M, N), we use the following standard notations:
nT=[x # M; T(x*x)<],
mT=n*T nT .
For a n.f.s. weight . on M, H. and 4. denote the GNS Hilbert space and
the canonical injection 4. : n.  H. .
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For M#N with E # E(M, N), we fix a faithful normal state | on N and
set . :=| } E. We regard M as a concrete von Neumann algebra acting
on H. . Let eN be the Jones projection defined by eN4.(x)=4.(E(x)),
which does not depend on | but only on the natural cone of H. [Ko2,
Appendix]. The basic extension of M by E is the von Neumann algebra
generated by M and eN , which coincides with JM N$JM , where JM is the
modular conjugation for M. For x # B(H.), we set j(x)=JMx*JM . The
dual operator valued weight E # P(M1 , M) of E is defined by j } E &1 } j |M1 ,
where E&1 # P(N$, M$) is characterized by spatial derivatives [C1]:
d( } E)
d.$
=
d
d(.$ } E&1)
,  # P(N, C), .$ # P(M$, C).
Since E satisfies E (eN)=1 [Ko1, Lemma 3.1], MeNM/mE . In [Ko1],
Kosaki defined the index of E by Ind E=E&1(1) in the case where M and
N are factors, which is known to coincide with the probabilistic index
defined in [PP1].
First, we consider a PimsnerPopa push-down lemma in our setting
(cf. [PP1]).
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and . a n.f.s. weight on
M. Suppose A is a *-subalgebra of n*. & n. which is dense in M in weak
topology, and globally invariant under the modular automorphism group.
Then 4.(A) is dense in H. .
Proof. Let p be the projection onto the closure of 4.(A). Then
p # A$=M$. Thanks to _.t (A)=A, p commutes with 2
it
. , and consequently
we have 212. p#p212. . Since A/n. & n*. , 4.(x), x # A is in the domains
of S. and 212. . Thus we get the following:
J.4.(x)=J.S.4.(x*)=212. 4.(x*)= p2
12
. 4.(x*)= pJ.4.(x).
This means that p commutes with J. , and p # M & M$. So we get
4.((1& p) x)=0 for x # A. Since . is faithful, this implies (1& p) x=0,
which shows p=1 because A is dense in M in weak topology. Q.E.D
Proposition 2.2 (Push Down Lemma). Let M#N be an inclusion of
factors with E # E(M, N), and M1 be the basic extension of M by E. Then
for all x # nE , eN E (eN x)=eNx holds.
Proof. Let . be as above and .1=. } E . Then eNx, and eNE (eNx)
belong to n. . So we get the following:
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&4.1(eNx)&4.1(eNE (eNx))&
2
=.1(x*eNx)&.1(x*eNE (eNx))&.1(E (eNx)* eNx)
+.1(E (eN x)* eNE (eNx))
=&4.1(eNx)&
2&&4.1(eNE (eN x))&
2.
So, we can define a bounded operator V on eNH.1 by
VeN4.1(x)=4.1(eNE (eNx)), x # nE .
By simple computation, one can show that V is the identity on eN4.1(MeNM).
So to prove the statement, it suffices to show that 4.1(MeNM) is dense
in H.1 . We set A=MeN M and show that A satisfies the assumption of
the previous lemma. Indeed, since M1 is the weak closure of MeN M+M,
the weak closure of A is a closed two-sided ideal of M1 , and coincides with
M1 . From the definition of .1 , we have _.1t (MeNM)=_
.
t (M) _
.1
t (eN) _
.
t (M)
=M_.t (eN) M. Thanks to j } E
&1 } j=( j } E } j)&1 [Ko1, Lemma 1.3], we
get
d.1
d(| } j)
=
d(. } ( j } E } j)&1)
d(| } j)
=
d.
d(| } E } j)
=
d.
d(. } j)
=2. .
Since 2. commutes with eN , we get _.1t (eN)=eN . Q.E.D
Remark 2.3. In general, eNM1 is strictly larger than eNnE . Indeed, suppose
that M, N are type III factors and eNM1=eNnE . Then there is an isometry
v # nE with vv*=eN , that implies 1=v*v # mE and Ind E<. This also
means that eNM is not necessarily closed in weak topology because of
eNM1=eNMw.
The following is a generalization of the abstract characterization of the
basic extension in [PP2] to the infinite index case (see also [HK]).
Lemma 2.4. Under the same assumption, assume that R is a factor including
M and satisfying the following:
(i) There is a projection e # R such that R is generated by e and M,
and exe=E(x) e holds for x # M.
(ii) There is T # P(R, M) satisfying T(e)=1, and e # (R & N$)E } T .
Then there is an isomorphism ?: M1  R satisfying ?|M=idM , ?(eN)=e,
and T } ?=? } E .
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Proof. Let =. } T. For the same reason as before, 4(MeM) is dense in
H . So we can define a surjective isometry U: H.1  H and an isomorphism
?: M1  R by
U4.1 \: xi eN yi+=4 \: xieyi+ , xi , yi # M,
?(x)=UxU*, x # M1 .
Clearly, ? satisfies ?|M=idM , ?(eN)=e. Thanks to _E } Tt (e)=e, the modular
automorphism groups of .1 and  } ? coincide on MeNM (and on M1).
Since M1 is a factor, this implies that .1 is a scalar multiple of  } ?, and
consequently that E is a scalar multiple of ?&1 } T } ? [H2, Lemma 4.8].
From E (eN)=1 and T(e)=1, we get the result. Q.E.D
The following may be folklore for specialists. However, since the authors
cannot find it in the literature, we give a proof.
Lemma 2.5. Let M#N be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras (not
necessarily with separable predual ). Then, there is a unique central projection
z of M & N$ satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) P0( pMp, pN)=< holds for every projection p # M & N$, p1&z.
(ii) P0(zMz, zN)=P(zMz, zN).
Moreover, if P(M, N) is not empty, then (1&z)(M & N$) & mT=[0],
z # (M & N$)T , and T | z(M & N$) is semifinite for every T # P(M, N).
To prove the lemma, we need the following:
Lemma 2.6. The following hold:
(i) Let [ pi]i # I /M & N$ be a family of mutually orthogonal projections,
and p= pi . If P0( piMPi , piN){< for every i # I, then P0( pMp, pN){<.
(ii) Let p # M & N$ be a projection. If P0(M, N){<, then P0( pMp, pN)
{<.
(iii) Let p # M & N$ be a projection satisfying P0( pMp, pN){<, and
c( p) the central support of p in M & N$. Then P0(c( p) Mc( p), c( p) N){<,
(iv) Let [ pi]i # I /M & N$ be a family of projections, and p0=pi . If
P0( pi Mpi , piM){< for every i # I, then P0( p0Mp0 , p0N){<.
Proof. (i) This follows from the following easy facts:
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P0 \ pMp, piMpi+{<, P0 \pi Mpi , piN+{<,
P0 \pi N, pN+{<.
(ii) Since P0(M, N){<, there is a separating family of normal
conditional expectations from M to N [E:] [Ha2, Theorem 6.6]. Then
[E:( p } p) p] is a separating family of bounded normal operator valued
weights from pMp to pN, and P0( pMp, pN){<.
(iii) Let [ej] # M & N$ be a family of projections satisfying poej ,
 ej=c( p). Then P0(ejMej , ejN){<. So using (i), we get P0(c( p) Mc( p),
c( p) N){<.
(iv) Let zi=c( pi) and z0=zi . Then thanks to (i), (ii), and (iii),
P0(z0 Mz0 , z0N){<. Since z0 is the central support of p0 , we get the
statement by using (i). Q.E.D
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let z be the supremum of the projections p # M & N$
satisfying P0( pMp, pN){<. Then thanks to Lemma 2.6(iii), (iv), z is a
central projection satisfying (i) and (ii). It is easy to show the uniqueness
of such a projection. If T # P(M, N), _Tt (z) also satisfies (i) and (iii), and
we get z # (M & N$)T . This implies that zT(z } z) belongs to P(zMz, zN).
So, due to [Ha2, Theorem 6.6], T | z(M & N$) is semifinite. Suppose x is a
nonzero positive element in mT & (1&z)(M & N$). Then there is a nonzero
spectral projection p of x satisfying T( p)<. This implies E( pMp, pN){<,
that contradicts Lemma 2.6(iii). Q.E.D
To analyze local structure of the inclusions obtained by basic construction
in the infinite index case, we need the following:
Lemma 2.7 ([Ko1, Proposition 4.2; Y, Corollary 28]). Let M#N be
an inclusion of factors. Then the following hold:
(i) Let T # P(M, N), and p # mT & (M & N$)T a non-zero projection.
Then Ind Tp=T( p) T&1( p), where Tp # E( pMp, pN) is defined by Tp(x)=
pT(x)T( p), x # pMp.
(ii) If P0(M, N){<, P0(N$, M$){<, then M & N$ is a direct sum of
type I factors and pMp#pN has finite index for every finite rank projection
in M & N$.
Proposition 2.8. Let M#N be an inclusion of factors with E # E(M, N),
and M1 the basic extension. Then M1 & N$ is direct sum of four subalgebras,
M1 & N$=AB1 B2 C,
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satisfying the following:
(i) Each of the four subalgebras is globally invariant under [_E } Et ].
(ii) j(A)=A, j(B1)=B2 , j(B2)=B1 , j(C)=C.
(iii) E |AB1 is semifinite.
(iv) mE & (B2 C)=[0].
(v) A is direct sum of type I factors and pM1 p#pN has finite index
for every finite rank projection p # A.
Proof. First, we show j } _E } Et } j=_
E } E
t on M1 & N$. Indeed, for x # M1 & N$
we get the following as in the proof of Lemma 2.3:
j } _E } Et ( j(x))=JM \d(. } E )d(| } j) +
it
JMxJM \d(. } E )d(| } j) +
&it
JM
=JM2it.JM xJM 2
&it
. JM=2
it
.x2
&it
.
=\d(. } E )d(| } j) +
it
x \d(. } E )d(| } j) +
&it
=_E } Et (x).
Now, let z be the central projection of M1 & N$ determined by Lemma 2.5
for M1 #N. We set
A=zj(z)(M1 & N$), C=(1&z) j(1&z)(M1 & N$),
B1=zj(1&z)(M1 & N$), B2=(1&z) j(z)(M1 & N$).
Then by construction (ii), (iii), and (iv) hold. Since j commutes with _E } Et ,
j(z) # (M1 & N$)E } E , and we get (i). Note that for a projection p # M1 & N$,
JM( pM1 p)$ JM= j( p) N, JM( pN)$ JM= j( p) M1 j( p). So ( pN)$#( pM1 p)$
is anti-conjugate to j( p) M1 j( p)#j( p) N. Thus thanks to Lemma 2.7, we
get (v). Q.E.D
2.2. Sectors and Simple Injective Subfactors
Our basic references for the theory of sectors are [L1, L2, I1].
Let M be an infinite factor. We denote by End(M) and Sect(M) the set
of unital endomorphisms of M and that of sectors, which is the quotient of
End(M) by the unitary equivalence. Note that every element in End(M) is
automatically normal for M with separable predual. For \1 , \2 # End(M),
(\1 , \2) denotes the set of intertwiners between \1 and \2 , i.e.,
(\1 , \2)=[v # M; v\1(x)=\2(x) v, x # M].
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If \1 is irreducible, i.e., M & \1(M)$=C, (\1 , \2) is a Hilbert space with the
following inner product:
(V | W) 1=W*V, V, W # (\1 , \2).
We define the dimension d(\) of \ by d(\)=[M: \(M)]120 , where [M: \(M)]0
is the minimum index of M#\(M) [Hi]. For \ with d(\)<, we denote
by E\ and ,\ the minimal conditional expectation onto \(M) and the
standard left inverse of \, i.e., ,\=\&1 } E\ .
There are three natural operations in Sect(M): the sum, the product, and
the conjugation. For simplicity, we denote by \ one of the representatives
of the conjugate sector [\] of [\]. When d(\) is finite, it is known that
there are two isometries R\ # (id, \ \), R \ # (id, \\ ) satisfying
R *\ \(R\)=R*\ \ (R \)=
1
d(\)
. (2.1)
Although such a pair is not unique, we fix it once and forever in this paper.
Unless \ is a pseudoreal sector [L1], we can take R \ equal to R\ . If it is,
we set R \=&R\ .
Let MXM be a M&M bimodule, and \ # End(M). Then we define a new
bimodule M(X\)M (respectively M(\X)M) by
x } !$ } y :=x } ! } \( y) (respectively x } !$ } y :=\(x) } ! } y) x, y # M,
where !$=! as an element of Hilbert space X. It is known that there is one-
to-one correspondence between Sect(M) and the set of equivalence classes
of M&M bimodules. The correspondence is given by [\]  [M(L2(M)\)M],
which preserves the three operations. The conjugate sector of [\] is
characterized by
M(L2(M)\)M &M ( \ (L2(M)))M .
Let , be a unital normal completely positive map from M to M. Following
Connes [C2], there is a natural way to associate a M&M bimodule with ,.
Let 0 be a separating and cyclic vector of M. We introduce a positive
semidefinite sesquilinear form on the algebraic tensor product Malg M as
follows:
:i xi yi , :j zj wj=:i, j (,(zj*xi) JMwj yi*JM0 | 0).
We denote by H, the Hilbert space completion of the quotient of Malg M by
the kernel of the sesquilinear form, and by 4, the natural map 4, : Malg M
 H, . H, is naturally a M&M bimodule by the following action:
x } 4, \:i zi wi+ } y=4, \:i xzi wi y+ .
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Thanks to the one-to-one correspondence stated above, there is an endo-
morphism \, satisfying M(H,)M & M(\, L
2(M))M . Actually, \, is Steinspring
type dilation of ,. Indeed, let W: H,  L2(M) be the intertwining surjective
isometry, and set !0=W4,(11). Then we get
(,(x) } 0 } y | 0)=(x } 4,(11) } y, 4,(11))
=(\,(x) } !0 } y | !0) .
We define an isometry v by v(0 } y)=!0 } y. Then by definition, v commutes
with the right action of M. So v belongs to M and satisfies ,(x)=v*\,(x) v,
x # M. Note that the support of vv* in M & \,(M)$ is 1. Indeed, suppose
z # M & \,(M)$ satisfying z!0 } y=0, for all y # M. Then z\,(x) !0 } y=0
for all x, y # M. Since \,(M) } !0 } M=WH,=L2(M), we get z=0.
Although the following statements might be found in the literature, we
give proofs for the reader’s convenience.
Proposition 2.9. Let M and , be as above. Then the following hold :
(i) Let _ # End(M), and v1 # M be an isometry satisfying ,(x)=
v1*_(x) v1 . If the support of v1v1* in M & _(M)$ is 1, then [\,]=[_].
(ii) The equivalence class of H, does not depend on the choice of the
cyclic separating vector 0.
(iii) Let + be another unital normal completely positive map from M
to M. If there is a positive constant c such that c+&, is completely positive,
then [\+] contains [\,].
Proof. (i) Let !0 be as before. Then by assumption, we get the following:
(_(x) v10 } y | v10)=(\,(x) !0 } y | !0) ,
_(M) v1 0 } M=L2(M).
So we can define a unitary u # M by u_(x) v10 } y=\,(x) !0 } y, and get
\,(x)=u_(x) u*.
(ii) follows from (i).
(iii) Since c+&, is completely positive, we can define a bounded map
T : H+  H, by
T4+ \:i xi yi+=4, \:i xi yi+ .
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Then T is an M&M bimodule map whose image is dense in H, . Let T=U |T |
be the polar decomposition of T. Then U is a co-isometry belonging to
Hom(M(H+)M, M (H,)M). Thus [\+] contains [\,]. Q.E.D
In [L3], the second author proved that for an arbitrary infinite factor M
(with separable predual), there exists an injective subfactor R/M satisfying
R$ & JMR$JM=C. A subfactor R of M is called simple if R$ & JMR$JM=C.
A simple subfactor R determines the automorphisms of M in the following
sense; if :, ; # Aut(M) satisfying :|R=;|R , then :=;. Indeed, let u be the
canonical implementation of :&1 } ;. Then u # R$, and u commutes with JM .
So u is a scalar, that means :=;. We can generalize this to some class of
endomorphisms as follows:
Proposition 2.10. Let M be an infinite factor and R a simple subfactor.
For every \ # End(M) with E # E(M, \(M)), the following holds:
[T # M; Tx=\(x) T, x # R]=(id, \). (2.2)
Proof. First, we show that the general case can be reduced to the case
where (id, \)=[0]. Indeed, let [Vi]i be an orthonormal basis of (id, \), and
W an isometry in M satisfying WW*=1& ViVi*. Then \(x)= Vi xVi*
+W_(x) W*, where _ # End(M) is defined by _(x)=W*\(x) W. Note
that (id, _)=[0] by construction. If T is in the left-hand side of (2.2), then
ci :=Vi*T # R$ & M=C, and W*T satisfies W*Tx=_(x) W*T, x # R.
Since T= Vi Vi*T+WW*T, if the statement is true for _, i.e., W*T=0;
we get T= ci Vi # (id, \).
Secondly, we construct the ‘‘canonical implementation’’ of \ as follows.
Let 0 be a separating and cyclic vector for M, and L2(M, 0)+ the natural
cone with respect to 0. Then there are unique vectors !0 , !1 # L2(M, 0)+
satisfying
(E(x) 0 | 0) =(x!0 | !0) .
(\(x) 0 | 0) =(x!1 | !1) .
Note that !0 , !1 are cyclic because they belong to the natural cone and
implement faithful states. So we can define an isometry V\ by V\x!1=\(x) !0 .
We set e\=V\ V*\ , which is the Jones projection of E. V\ satisfies
V\ x=\(x) V\ and JM V\=V\JM . Indeed, the first equality is obvious. By
identifying e\L2(M) with L2(\(M), !0), we get J\(M)V\=V\JM . On the
other hand, since e\ is the Jones projection, we have e\JM=JMe\=J\(M) .
So V\ commutes with JM .
Now suppose that (id, \)=[0] and there exists a nonzero element T in
the left-hand side of (2.2). Since T*T # M & R$=C, we may assume that T
is an isometry. We set T =TJM TJM , which commutes with JM and satisfies
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T x=\(x) T , x # R. Then V*\T # R$ & JMR$JM=C. Let *=V*\T , which is
not zero because
(V*\ T !0 | !1) =(T !0 | !0)=(T!0 | JMT*!0)
=(T!0 | 212. T!0)=&2
14
. T!0&
2,
where .(x)=(E(x) 0 | 0) , x # M. We define a unital completely positive
map ,: M  M by ,(x)=T*\(x) T, x # M, which equals to T *\(x) T . By
construction, [\] contains [\,]. So we show that [\,] contains [id] and
get contradiction. Thanks to Proposition 2.9, it suffices to show that
,&|*| 2 id is completely positive. In fact,
,(x)=T *\(x) T =T *e\\(x) T +T *(1&e\) \(x) T
=T *V\ V*\\(x) T +T *(1&e\) \(x) T
=T *V\ xV*\T +T *(1&e\) \(x) T
=|*| 2 x+T *(1&e\) \(x) T .
Since e\ commutes with \(M), x [ T *(1&e\) \(x) T is a complete positive
map. So [\] contains [id] and we get contradiction. Q.E.D
Corollary 2.11. Let M, R, \ be as above, and _ # End(M) with d(_)<.
Then the following hold:
(i) [T # M; T_(x)=\(x) T, x # R]=(_, \).
(ii) If _|R=\|R , then _=\.
Proof. (i) Let T be in the left-hand side of (i), and set X=_ (V) R_ ,
where R_ is the isometry in (2.1). Then X satisfies Xx=_ } \(x) X, x # R. So
thanks to Proposition 2.10, we get X # (id, _ } \). By simple computation
using (2.1), we obtain V=d(_) R _*_(X ), and V # (_, \).
(ii) Thanks to (i), 1 # (_, \), that means _=\. Q.E.D
Let  be a dominant weight on M [CT]. Since every dominant weight
is unitary equivalent, for every : # Aut(M) there is a unitary u # M satisfying
 } : } Ad(u)=. This fact is used to define the ConnesTakesaki module of :.
The endomorphism version is given as follows, which will be used in the next
section.
Lemma 2.12. Let M be an infinite factor. Then the following hold:
(i) For every \ # End(M) with d(\)<, there exist a dominant weight
\ and a unitary u # M such that
\ } \ } Ad(u)=d(\) \ , \ } E\=\ .
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(ii) Let  be a dominant weight. Then for every [\] # Sect(M) with
d(\)<, there exists a representative \ satisfying
 } \=d(\) ,  } E\=.
Proof. (i) Let 0 be a dominant weight on \(M). Since both d(\) 0 } E\
and 0 } \ are dominant weights on M, there exists a unitary u # M satisfying
d(\) 0 } E\=0 } \ } Ad(u). So \ :=0 } E\ is the desired weight.
(ii) follows from (i) and the fact that every dominant weight is unitary
equivalent. Q.E.D
3. GALOIS CORRESPONDENCE
In this section, we investigate the structure of irreducible inclusions of
factors with normal conditional expectations. We present the ultimate form
of the Galois correspondence of outer actions of discrete groups and minimal
actions of compact groups on factors, which has been studied by several
authors [AHKT, Ch, K, N, NT]. The key argument is how to show the
existence of a conditional expectation for every intermediate subfactor.
Let M#N be an irreducible inclusion, i.e., M & N$=C, of infinite factors
with a conditional expectation E # E(M, N). For \ # End(N), we set
H\=[V # M; Vx=\(x) V, x # N].
Then thanks to the irreducibility of M#N, H\ is a Hilbert space with inner
product (V | W)1=W*V as usual. We denote by s(H\) the support of H\ ,
that is i Vi Vi* where [Vi]i is an orthonormal basis of H\ . Let M1 be
the basic extension of M by N, and eN the Jones projection of E. Then
H*\eNH\/M1 & N$.
Let #: M  N be the canonical endomorphism [L1, L2, L3]. Then it is
known that NL2(M)N &N (# |N L2(N))N . When Ind E<, it is easy to
show that an irreducible sector [\] # Sect(N) is contained in [# |N ] if and
only if H\ {0 (Frobenius reciprocity) [I2]. First, we establish the infinite
index version of this statement. For this purpose, it is convenient to give
explicit correspondence between submodules of N L2(M)N and subsectors of
# |N . Let p # M1 & N$ be a nonzero projection. Since both eN and p are
infinite projection in M1 , there is a partial isometry W # M1 satisfying
WW*=eN , W*W= p. Due to eNM1eN=eNN, we can define \ # End(N)
by WxW*=eN\(x), x # N.
Lemma 3.1. Under the above assumption and notation, the following holds:
N( pL2(M))N &N ( \L2(N))N .
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Proof. We regard W as a surjective isometry from pL2(M) to eN L2(M)
=L2(N). Since M1=JMN$JM , W commutes with JMNJM . So for ! # pL2(M),
x, y # N, we obtain
W(x } ! } y)=WxJM y*JM!=\(x) WJM y*JM !=\(x) JM y*JMW!.
By using eNJM=JM eN=JN , we get W(x } ! } y)=\(x) JNy*JNW!. Q.E.D
Proposition 3.2. Let M#N be an irreducible inclusion of infinite factors
with E # E(M, N), and #: M  N the canonical endomorphism. Then for
\ # End(M), the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) H\ {0 and the support of E(s(H\)) is 1.
(ii) E(N, \(N)) is nonempty and [\] is contained in [# | N ] up to
multiplicity, i.e., there is decomposition [\]=[\a] such that each [\a]
is contained in [# |N ].
Proof. (i) O (ii). Assume that \ satisfies (i). By a simple argument, one
can show that there is decomposition [\]=[\a] such that for every a
there exists Va # H\a satisfying E(VaVa*)1. We set Wa=eNE(VaVa*)
&12 Va .
Then Wa satisfies Wa Wa*=eN , pa :=Wa*Wa # M1 & N$. Since Wa xWa*=
eN\a(x), x # N, [\a] is contained in [# |N ]. E ( pa)=Va*E(VaVa*)&1 Va<
implies E( pa M1 pa , pa N){<, and consequently E(N, \a(N)){<.
(ii) O (i). It is easy to show that if [\]=[\a] and each \a
satisfies (i), then so does \. Assume that [\] is contained in [# |N ] and
E(N, \(N)){<. Let p # M1 & N$ be the projection corresponding to [\].
Then E( pM1 p, pN){<, which implies p # AB where A and B are as in
Lemma 2.7. Let z be the central support of p in M1 & N$. Since _E } Et is
trivial on the center of AB, E | z(M1 & N$) is semifinite. So there are two
families of projections [ pa], [qa] in z(M1 & N$) such that p=a pa ,
pa tqa in z(M1 & N$) and qa # mE . Let Wa be a partial isometry satisfying
WaWa*=eN , Wa*Wa=qa , and \a # End(N) defined by Wa xWa*=eN\(x),
x # N. Then [\]=[\a]. Since Wa=eNWaqa # mE , due to Lemma 2.2,
there exists Va # M satisfying Wa=eNVa . It is easy to check Va # H\a and
E(VaVa*)=1. So \a satisfies (i). Q.E.D
Let [[\!]]! # 5 be the set of irreducible sectors with finite dimension
contained in [# |N ]. We arrange the index set 5 such that [\!]=[\! ]
holds for every ! # 5. For simplicity, we use notations R! , R ! , H! , d(!), E!
instead of R\! , R \! , etc. We define the Frobenius maps c! : H!  H! , c ! : H!
 H! by
c!(V)=- d(!) V*R ! , V # H! ,
c !(V )=- d(!) V *R! , V # H! .
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Then thanks to (2.1), c ! c!=1H! , c!c !=1H! . So in particular, both c! and
c ! are invertible. We introduce a new inner product to H! by
(V1 , V2) 1=d(!) E(V1V2*) # (\! , \!)=C, V1 , V2 # H! .
Due to the estimate |(V1 , V2)|d(!) &V1& &V2 &, there is a nonsingular
positive operator a! # B(H!) satisfying
(V1 , V2)=(a!V1 | V2) .
Let [Vi]i /H! be an orthonormal basis of H! . Since  ViV i*=s(H!)1,
we get
Tr(a!)=: (Vi , Vi)=d(!) E(s(H!))d(!).
So a! is a trace class operator. By simple computation one can show the
following:
(c!(V1) | c!(V2))=(V2 , V1)=(a!V2 | V1) ,
(c !(V 1) | c !(V 2))=(V 2 , V 1)=(a !V 2 | V 1).
Thus we get c!*c!=a! , c !*c !=a ! . This shows that a! is an invertible trace
class operator, that implies n!=dim H!<. Thanks to c !=c&1! , we obtain
Tr(a !)=Tr(c !*c !)=Tr(c !c !*)=Tr(a&1! ).
This implies
1
d(!)
a!d(!), n!d(!)2.
If a!=1 (this is the case if, for instance, Ind E<), then n!d(!). On
the other hand if n!=d(!), then it is easy to show that a!=1 and
E(s(H!))=1, i.e., s(H!)=1.
Theorem 3.3. Let M#N be an irreducible inclusion of infinite factors
with E # E(M, N), and M1 & N$=AB1 B2 C the decomposition described
in Proposition 2.8. Then with the same notation as above, the following hold:
(i) A=! # 5 A! , where A!=H!*eNH! &M(n! , C).
(ii) B1 and B2 are of type I.
(iii) For V1 , V2 # H! , _E b Et (V1*eN V2)=V1*a
&it
! eN a
it
! V2 .
(iv) For V1 , V2 # H! , j(V 1*eNV2)=c!(a12! V2)* eNc!(a
12
! V1).
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Proof. (i) Thanks to Proposition 2.8, A is direct sum of type I factors.
By using the one-to-one correspondence as described just before Lemma 3.1,
we can parametrize the direct summands of A by 5 such that A=A!
and A! #H!*eNH! hold. So it suffices to show that A! is of type In! . If A!
is finite, then A! /mE because E |A! is semifinite. So we can take matrix
units [ei, j]1i, j of A! (with  ei, i=1A!) such that E (ei, j)=bi$i, j . We may
assume that there is a partial isometry W1 # M1 satisfying W1W 1*=eN ,
W1*W1=e1, 1 and W1 xW1*=eN\!(x) for x # N. We set Wi=W1 e1, i . Then
thanks to Lemma 2.2, there exists Vi # M such that Wi=- bi eNVi . [Vi]
is an orthonormal basis of H! . Indeed, it is easy to show that it is an
orthonormal system. Suppose V # H! is perpendicular to [Vi]. Since ei, j=
Wi*eNWj=- bibj V i*eNVj , V*eNV is an element in A! satisfying
ei, jV*eNV=0. This means V*eNV=0 and 0=E (V*eNV)=V*V, i.e.,
V=0. So [Vi] is an orthonormal basis of H! and the rank of A! coincides
with n! . Now suppose A! is of type I . Since E |A! is semifinite, there is a
matrix unit [ei, j]1i, j< (not necessarily  ei, i=1), such that E (ei, i)
<, E (ei, j)=0 for i{ j. Then we can define Wi and Vi as before.
However, [Vi]1i< is an orthonormal system of H! , that contradicts the
fact dim H!=n!<.
(ii) Since E |B1 is semifinite and j(B1)=B2 , it suffices to show that
pB1 p is of type I for every p # B1 with E ( p)<. Let W # M1 be a partial
isometry with WW*=eN , W*W= p, and define \ # End(M) by WxW*=
eN\(x), x # N as before. Thanks to Lemma 2.2, there exists an isometry
V # H\ satisfying W=- c eNV, c=E ( p). So E(VV*)=1c and we get 1c
E(s(H\))1. Let P=N & \(N)$. Then in the same way as in the proof
of Lemma 3.1, we can show that pB1 p is isomorphic to P. So we show that
P is of type I. Thanks to PH\=H\ , we can define a normal representation
of P on H\ by ?(x) V=xV, x # P, V # H\ . Note that 1cE(s(H\)) implies
that ? is faithful. Thus to prove that P is of type I, we show that there exists
a normal conditional expectation from B(H\) to ?(P) [S. Proposition 10.21].
For | # P
*
we can define a bilinear form on H\ by |(E(V1V2*)), V1 , V2 # H\
with an estimate ||(E(V1V 2*))|&|& &V1& &V2&. So there exists a unique
bounded operator h| satisfying
|(E(V1V 2*))=(h| V1 | V2).
For x, y # P, | # P
*
, h| satisfies hx } | } y=?(x) h|?( y). Indeed, by definition
we get
x } | } y(E(V1V2*))=|( yE(V1V 2*) x)=|(E(?( y) V1(?(x)* V2)*))
=(h| ?( y) V1 | ?(x)* V2)=(?(x) h|?( y) V1 | V2).
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If | # P
*
is positive, we have
Tr(h|)=|(E(s(H\)))|(1)=&|&,
so by using polar decomposition of linear functionals and the fact just
proved above, we get
&h|&1 :=Tr( |h| | )=Tr(h ||| )&( ||| )&=&|&, | # P*.
Hence we can define a bounded order preserving linear map %: P
*
 B(H\)*
by %(|)(a)=Tr(h| a), a # B(H\). Note that % satisfies %(x } | } y)=?(x) }
%(|) } ?( y), x, y # P. Let F0 be the transposition of %. Then F0 is a positive
normal map F0 : B(H\)  P satisfying F0(?(x) a?( y))=xF0(a) y, x, y # P,
a # B(H\). Note that F0(1)=E(s(H\)) is a central element of P because
us(H\) u*=s(H\) holds for every unitary u # P. Since E(s(H\)) is invertible,
we can define a normal conditional expectation F: B(H\)  ?(P) by
F(a)=?(E(s(H\))&12 F0(a) E(s(H\))&12), a # B(H\).
Therefore, P is of type I.
(iii) By a simple argument one can show that unitary perturbation of
\! does not have any effect on the formulae in (iii) and (iv). So thanks to
Lemma 2.12, we assume that there is a dominant weight  on N satisfying
 } \!=d(!) ,  } E!= for every ! # 5. Then _t commute with \! and we
get _ } Et (H!)=H! . So we show _
 } E
t (V)=a
it
! V for V # H! , that implies the
statement. Indeed, since dim H!<, every element in H! is analytic for
[_ } Et ]. Let V # H! and x # m . Then by using the KMS condition, we
obtain
 } E(VxV*)= } E(xV*_ } E&i (V))=(_
 } E
&i (V) | V) (x).
On the other hand, from E(VxV*)=E(\!(x) VV*)=(1d(!))(V, V) \!(x)
we get
 } E(VxV*)=
1
d(!)
(V, V)  } \!(x)=(a! V | V) (x).
So we obtain _ } Et (V)=a
it
! V.
(iv) Let z! be the unit of A! . Then by using the correspondence
between sub-bimodules of NL2(M)N and subsectors of #N , we get j(A!)=A!
and j(z!)=z! . Let  be as before. Then due to (i), it is easy to show
that H!*4 } E (n & n*) is dense in z!H } E . Since both j(V1*eNV2) and
c!(a12! V2)* eN c!(a
12
! V1) belong to A! , it suffices to show the equality on
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H*! 4 } E (n & n*). Let a # n & n* and X # H! . Since V1 , V2 are analytic
elements for [_ } Et ], we get
j(V1*eNV2) 4 } E (X*a)=JM V2*JM eNJM V1JM 4 } E (X*a)
=JM V2*JMeN 4 } E (X*a_ } Ei2 (V1)*)
=JM V2*JMeN 4 } E (X*_ } Ei2 (V1)* \!(a))
=JM V2*JM4 } E (E(X*_ } Ei2 (V1)*) \!(a))
=4 } E (E(X*_ } Ei2 (V1)*) \!(a) _
 } E
&i2(V2))
=4 } E (E(X*_ } Ei2 (V1)*) _
 } E
&i2(V2) a).
By using X=c!(c !(X ))=- d(!) c !(X )* R ! , we get
j(V1*eNV2) 4 } E (X*a)=- d(!) 4 } E (R !*E(c !(X ) _ } Ei2 (V1)*) _ } E&i2(V2) a)
=
1
- d(!)
(c !(X ), _ } Ei2 (V1)) 4 } E (R !*_
 } E
&i2(V2) a)
=
1
d(!)
(c !(X), a&12! V1) 4 } E (c!(a
12
! V2)* a).
On the other hand, we have
c!(a12! V2)* eN c!(a
12
! V1) 4 } E (X*a)
=
1
d(!)
(c!(a12! V1), X ) 4 } E (c!(a
12
! V2)* a),
so it suffices to show (c !(X ), a&12! V1)=(c!(a
12
! V1), X ). Actually,
(c!(a12! V1), X )=(c !(X ) | a
12
! V1)=(c !(X ), a
&12
! V1). Q.E.D.
Remark 3.4. Let V1 , V2 # H! . Then we get
E (V 1*eNV2)=(V2 | V1).
E ( j(V 1*eNV2))=(c!(a12! V1) | c!(a
12
! V2))
=(a12! V2 , a
12
! V1)=(a
2
!V2 | V1).
So E } j |A=E |A if and only if a!=1 for all ! # 5. It is also easy to show that
E |A is a trace if and only if a! is a scalar for all ! # 5.
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To the best knowledge of the authors there is no known example which
violates a!=1. However, the following example shows that E } j | M1 & N$=
E |M1 & N$ does not hold in general; Bi , i=1, 2 may not vanish.
Example 3.5. (i) Let G be a discrete group and H a subgroup, and
let : be an outer action of G on a factor L. We set N=L_: H, M=L_: G.
Then M#N is an irreducible inclusion of factors with a unique conditional
expectation E. We identify M and N with (LC)_G and (LC)_H
acting on L2(L)l2(GH)l2(G) in an obvious sense. Let f be the ortho-
gonal projection onto C$e* /l2(GH), where $ stands for the $-function and e*
the class of the neutral element e, and F0=idTr # P(Ll(GH), LC).
Then thanks to Lemma 2.3 we can identify M1 with (Ll(GH))_G
where the action of G on l(GH) is the translation, eN with 1f1 and
E with the natural extension of F0 to (Ll(GH))_G. So under this
identification we get M1 & N$=l(H"GH). For g* # GH, we denote by
pg* # l(H"GH) the projection corresponding to the H-orbit of g* . Then
E ( pg* ) is exactly the length of the orbit, i.e., E ( pg* )=[H : Hg] where Hg :=
gHg&1 & H. j( pg* ) can be computed by using bimodules as in [KY], and
we have j( pg* )= pg* & 1 . So for example if g&1Hg/H and g&1Hg{H, then
E ( pg* )=1 although E ( j( pg* )){1. Let G be the group generated by the finite
permutations of Z and g where g is the translation of Z, and H the finite
permutations of N _ [0]. Then gHg&1 is the finite permutation of N and
we get gHg&1/H, [H : Hg]=. So we obtain E ( pg* )=, E ( pg* & 1)=1.
This means Bi {[0], i=1, 2 in this example.
(ii) Let G#H be a pair of discrete groups with the following property:
for every g{e # G [hgh&1; h # H] is an infinite set. Let M :=L(G) be the
group von Neumann algebra of G and N :=L(H) the subfactor of M
generated by H. Then in exactly the same way as one proves that M is a
factor, one can show M & N$=C. Although this example looks similar to
the previous one, these two have essentially different natures. As before we
can identify N, M and M1 with C_H, C_G and l(GH)_G acting on
l2(GH)l2(G). However, we can conclude only l(H"GH)/M1 & N$
because the action of G on GH is not necessarily free. In fact the equality
does not hold in general. For example, let G=F3 be the free group generated
by g1 , g2 , g3 and H=F2=(g1 , g2) . Then the N&N bimodule NXN
generated by $g3 # l
2(F3) is equivalent to Nl2(F2)l2(F2)N where  is
the usual tensor product and the left and the right actions act on each
tensor component respectively. So End(NXN)&Nop N. This means that
M1 & N$ has a type II summand. Actually, a little more effort shows that
A=CeN , B1=B2=0, and C is of type II where A, B1 , B2 , and C are as
in Proposition 2.8.
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Remark 3.6. Let M2 be the basic extension of M1 by M in the first
example, i.e., M2 :=JM1M$JM1 . Then it is easy to show M2=LB(l
2(GH))
_:Ad(?) G where ? is the translation. So M$ & M2=?(G)$. In [B], W. Binder
constructs an example of a pair of discrete groups G#H such that ?(G)$
is a type III factor. This means that the restriction of the unique expectation
in E(M2 , M1) to M$ & M2 may fail to be a trace in general.
In [HO], R. Herman and A. Ocneanu called an inclusion of factors
M#N discrete if E(M, N) is not empty. However, the above examples
show that existence of a normal conditional expectation is not strong
enough to assure properties resembling those of crossed products by discrete
group actions. Therefore, in this paper we use the terminology in the following
sense.
Definition 3.7. An inclusion of factors is called discrete if and only if
E(M, N) is nonempty and E |M1 & N$ is semifinite for some (and equivalently
all) E # E(M, N).
In what follows we assume that M#N is an irreducible discrete
inclusion of infinite factors. Note that discreteness is equivalent to M1 & N$
=A in the decomposition given in Proposition 2.8, and to [# |N ]=n![\!],
d(!)<.
For each ! # 5 choose an orthogonal basis [V(!) i]n!i=1 consisting of
eigenvectors of a! belonging to a!, i . For x # M we define the ‘‘Fourier
coefficient’’ x(!) i by
x(!) i=
d(!)
a!, i
E(V(!) i x).
Then x has the following formal expansion:
x= :
! # 5
:
n!
i=1
V(!) i* x(!) i .
Although the above sum does not converge even in weak topology in general,
we can give justification of the expansion as follows. We define p!, i # M1 & N$
by
p!, i=
d(!)
a!, i
V(!) i* eNV(!) i .
Then p!, i is a projection with z!=n!i=1 p!, i , where z! is the unit of A! . By
discreteness assumption we have ! # 5 z!=1. Let | be a faithful normal
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state on N and set .=| } E. Since p!, i 4.(x)=4.(V(!) i* x(!) i) and 4.(x)
=!, i p!, i 4.(x), the sum converges in Hilbert space topology. Note that
[x(!)i] uniquely determines x while it is difficult to tell when a series [x(!)i]
is actually the Fourier coefficient of some element x # M.
Although the following lemma might sound trivial, we need to prove it
because the expansion does not make sense in any decent operator algebra
topology.
Lemma 3.8. Under the above assumption, assume that there is an assignment
of subspaces K! /H! satisfying the following conditions.
(i) a!K! /K! .
(ii) K!* /NK! .
(iii) Let ’, ‘ # 5 and set 5’, ‘=[! # 5; \’\‘ o\!]. Then, K’K‘ /
! # 5’, ‘ NK! .
Let L be the von Neumann algebra generated by N and [K!]! # 5 . Then there
exists EL # E(M, L), and L is characterized by
L=[x # M; E(K=! x)=0, ! # 5],
where K=! is the orthogonal complement of K! with respect to ( | ).
Proof. Let L0 be the direct sum of K!*N. Thanks to (ii) and (iii), L0
is the *-algebra generated by N and [K!], which is dense in L. Let L1=
[x # M; E(K=! x)=0, ! # 5] and K the closure of 4.(L) in H. . First, we
claim L1=[x # M; 4.(x) # K]. Indeed, due to (i) we may arrange [V(!) i]
such that [V(!) i]m!i=1 is an orthonormal basis of K! . Then we get K=
! # 5
m!
i=1 H!, i where H!, i= p!, iH. , and so
L1=[x # M; p!, i4.(x)=0, i>m!].
Thus we get the claim. Secondly, we show that there exists EL # E(M, L)
with . } EL=.. Thanks to the Takesaki theorem on conditional expecta-
tions [S], it suffices to prove _.t (L)=L, or in our case _
.
t (K!)/NK! . As
before we may and do assume that there is a dominant weight  on N
satisfying  } E!=,  } \!=d(!) , so we have _ } Et (V)=a
it
! V for V # H! .
We set u!t =[D| : D] t \!([D| : D]t*) # N, where [D| : D]t is the
Connes cocycle derivative. Then we get
_.t (V)=Ad([D| } E : D } E]t) } _
 } E
t (V)
=Ad([D| : D]t)(ait! V)=u
!
i a
it
! V,
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so due to (i) we get _.t (K!)/NK! . Now let eL be the Jones projection for
EL , i.e., eL4.(x)=4.(EL(x)), x # M. Then eL is the orthogonal projection
onto K. Since L is characterized by L=[x # M; eL4.(x)=4.(x)], we
get L=L1 . Q.E.D
The following is the main technical result in this paper.
Theorem 3.9. Let M#N be an irreducible inclusion of infinite factors
with E # E(M, N). We assume that the inclusion is of discrete type and _E } Et
is trivial. Let L be an intermediate subfactor and K!=L & H! . Then [K!]
satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.8 and L is generated by N and [K!].
Consequently, there exists EL # E(M, L).
Proof. First, we show that the statement can be reduced to the case
where N is of type III. Suppose that the statement holds for type III
factors. Then we apply the statement to M =MP, N =NP and L =
LP where P is a type III factor, and get that L is generated by N and
(H! C) & L =K! C. [K!] satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.8
because so does [K! 1] by assumption. Thanks to Lemma 3.8 we get
L =[x # MP; (E id )((K=! 1) x)=0, ! # 5],
and so we obtain
L=[x # M; E(K=! x)=0, ! # 5].
Therefore, the statement holds for L as well. Now, we assume that N is of
type III. Let [V(!) i] be as in the proof of Lemma 3.8. Thanks to H!* /
NH! , H’ H‘ /! # 5’, ‘ NH! and the Fourier decomposition, to prove that
[K!] satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.8 it suffices to show x(!) i=0 for
x # L, ! # 5, i>m! , which is actually enough for the statement due to
Lemma 3.8.
Suppose the converse; there exists x # L such that x(!)i {0 for some ! # 5
and some i>m! . Let y=axb, a, b # N. Then E!( y(!) i)=\!(a) E!(x(!) i b)
since N is a type III factor, we can choose a, b such that E!( y(!) i)=1, so we
assume E!(x(!) i)=1 from the beginning. Let R be a simple injective subfactor
of N and U(R) the unitary group of R. We set C=conv[ux\!(u*); u # U(R)]w
and define an action % of U(R) on C by %u(w)=uw\!(u*), u # U(R), w # C.
We claim that the set of fixed points of C under %, which is the same as
[w # C; aw=w\!(a), a # R], is nonempty. Indeed, since R is AFD, there
exists an increasing sequence of finite dimensional unital von Neumann-
subalgebras [Rn]n=1 generating R. Let Cn be the fixed points of C under
%|U(Rn) , that is a nonempty compact set because U(Rn) is a compact group.
Then [Cn]n=1 is a decreasing sequence of nonempty compact sets, and so
C :=n=i Cn is nonempty as well. Let w # C . Then w satisfies aw=w\!(a)
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for a # n Rn , and for a # R because n Rn is dense in R. Thus C is the
set of the fixed points. From the definition of the Fourier coefficient of
w # C we get \’(a) w(’) j=w(’) j \!(a) for a # R, ’ # 5. Applying Corollary
2.11 we obtain w(’) j=0 for ’{! and w(!) j # C, that means w* # H! & N=
K! . On the other hand, E!(x(!) i)=1 implies E!((ux\!(u*))(!) i)=\!(u)
E!(x(!) i) \!(u*)=1 for u # U(R), and so E!(w(!) i)=1 by continuity. Since
w(!) i is a scalar w(!) i=1. Hence w*  K! , that is contradiction. Therefore
we get x(!)i=0 for x # L, ! # 5, i>m! . Q.E.D
Corollary 3.10. Let M, N, 5 be as above and 51 a self-conjugate
subset of 5 with the following properties; whenever !, ’ # 51 , 5!, ’ /51 . Then
there exists a unique intermediate subfactor L such that if we denote by #$
the canonical endomorphism #$: L  N, then
[#$|N]= 
! # 51
n![\!].
Proof. Set L=N 6 [H!]! # 51 . Q.E.D
Corollary 3.11. Let M#N be an irreducible inclusion of factors (N is
not necessarily infinite) with E # E(M, N). We assume that the inclusion is of
discrete type and _E } Et is trivial. Then for every intermediate subfactor L,
E(M, L) is not empty.
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement when N is finite and M is
infinite. Let F be a type I factor. Then thanks to Theorem 3.9, E(MF,
LF) is not empty. Since we can identify M#L with e(MF)e#e(LF )e
where e is a minimal projection of F, E(M, L) is not empty. Q.E.D
Remark 3.12. Using the same type of argument, we can show the following:
For an irreducible discrete inclusion of infinite factors M#N and a simple
injective subfactor R of N, M & R$=C holds. Indeed, suppose x # M & R$.
Then x(!)i satisfies x(!)i a=\!(a) x(!) i for a # R. So we get x(!) i=0 unless
\!=id, and x # N & R$=C.
The above theorem means that when a! is a scalar there is one-to-one
correspondence between the set of intermediate subfactors and that of the
systems of Hilbert subspaces [K!] satisfying (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.8.
This observation has a lot of useful applications in Galois correspondence
of operator algebras as stated below. Although our statements can be unified
as that of depth 2 irreducible inclusions of discrete type in the language of Kac
algebras (see next section), we first state them in two classical cases: crossed
product inclusions of outer actions of discrete groups and fixed point
inclusions of minimal actions of compact groups.
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Theorem 3.13. Let G be a discrete group and : an outer action of G on
a factor N. Then the map H [ N_: H gives one-to-one correspondence
between the lattice of all subgroups of G and that of all intermediate subfactors
of N/N_: G.
Proof. Let [*(g)] denote the implementing unitaries of : in M :=N_: G.
Then it is easy to see 5=G and Hg=C*(g) where 5 and Hg are as in
Theorem 3.9. (Note that the argument in Theorem 3.9 makes sense even
when N is finite as far as [\!] are automorphisms.) Let [Kg]g # G be a
system of subspaces satisfying (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.9. Then there
exists a subgroup H/G such that Kg=C*(g) if g # H and Kg=0 if g  H.
This means that for every intermediate subfactor L there exits a subgroup
H with L=N_: H. Q.E.D
Remark 3.14. In [C], H. Choda proved that there is one-to-one corre-
spondence between the set of subgroups and the set of intermediate subfactors
L with E(N_: G, L) nonempty. The above theorem says that the existence
of a normal conditional expectation to every intermediate subfactor auto-
matically follows from Theorem 3.9.
Let G be a compact group. We call an action : of G on a factor M minimal
if : is faithful and M & MG$=C where MG is the fixed point algebra under :.
It is known that if : is minimal the crossed product M_: G is always a
factor (see Remark 4.5). We fix a complete system of representatives of the
equivalence classes of the irreducible representations of G and denote it
by G . If : is minimal and the fixed point algebra MG is infinite, using the
same type of argument as in [AHKT, Lemma III 3.4], one can show that
for every ? # G there exists a Hilbert space H? # M with support 1 such that
H? is globally invariant under : and :|H? is equivalent to ?. This means
that M is the crossed product of MG and the dual object of G by the corre-
sponding Roberts action [R1]. We fix such a H? for each ? # G and choose
an orthonormal basis [V(?) i]d(?)i=1 of H? where d(?) is the dimension of H? .
Let N=M G and E the unique element in E(M, N) obtained by
E(x)=|
G
:g(x) dg, x # M.
We define an endomorphism \? # End(N) by
\?(x)= :
d(?)
i=1
V(?) i xV(?) i*, x # N.
Thanks to the minimality of :, \? is always irreducible with d(\?)=d(?).
It is routine to show that \? does not depend on the choice of the basis and
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that the sector of \? does not depend on the choice of H? . Note that H?
is characterized by
H?=[V # M; Vx=\?(x) V, x # N].
Let eN be the Jones projection for E. Then using PeterWeyl theorem we
can show
:
? # G
:
d(?)
i=1
d(?) V(?) i* eN V(?) i=1.
This means that we can identify 5 in Theorem 3.3 with G , and when ! # 5
and ? # G are identified we can identify H! with H? as well. Note that
a?=1 because
(V(?) i , V(?) j)=d(?) |
G
:g(V(?) iV(?) j*) dg
=d(?) :
k, l \|G ?(g)k, i?(g) l, j dg+ V(?)kV(?) l*
=$i, j :
k
V(?)k V(?)k*=$i, j1.
Theorem 3.15. Let G be a compact group and : a minimal action of G
on M. Then the map H [ MH gives one-to-one correspondence between the
lattice of all closed subgroups of G and that of all intermediate subfactors of
M#MG.
To prove the theorem we need the following lemma, which is essentially
contained in [R2]. For the sake of completeness we give a proof.
Lemma 3.16. Let G be a compact group and Rep(G) the category of
finite dimensional unitary representations of G. For ? # Rep(G), H? denotes
the representation space of ?. Suppose we have a Hilbert subspace K? /H?
for each ? # Rep(G) satisfying the following:
K? K_ /K?_ , ?, _ # Rep(G),
K? K_ /K?_ , ?, _ # Rep(G),
K? =K? , ? # Rep(G),
where ? is the complex conjugate representation and K? is the image of K?
under the natural map from H? to its complex conjugate Hilbert space. Then
there exists a closed subgroup H/G such that
K?=[! # H? ; ?(h) !=!, h # H].
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Proof. Let B0 be the linear span of
[(?( } ) ! | ’) # C(G); ! # K? , ’ # H? , ? # Rep(G)],
where C(G) is the C*-algebra of the continuous functions on G. Then by
assumption, B0 is a unital *-subalgebra of C(G) that is globally invariant
under the left translation by G. Let B be the norm closure of B0 . Then
thanks to [AHKT, Appendix A], there exists a closed subgroup H/G
such that B=C(GH). This implies that K? is a subspace of the set of H
invariant vectors L? . Suppose ! # L?K? and set f’(g)=(?(g) ! | ’) for
’ # H? , g # G. Then f’ # C(GH). On the other hand, the PeterWeyl
theorem shows that f’ is perpendicular to C(GH) in L2(G) because B0 is
dense in C(GH) in uniform norm and consequently in L2(G). Thus f’=0
for all ’ # H? and !=0. This proves the statement. Q.E.D
Proof of Theorem 3.15. We may assume that MG is infinite because
after getting the result for MB(l2(N)) we can remove B(l2(N)). It easily
follows from the existence of [H?]? # G that the map is infective. Let L be
an intermediate subfactor and set K?=L & H? . We arrange the orthonormal
basis [V(?) i]d(?)i=1 such that [V(?) i]
m?
i=1 is an orthonormal basis of K? .
Thanks to Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.9, L is characterized by
L=[x # M; E(K=? x)=0, ? # G ]=[x # M; x(?) i=0, i>m? , ? # G ].
Thus it is enough to show that there exists a closed subgroup H/G such
that
K?=[V # H? ; :h(V)=V, h # H].
Indeed, since [K?]? # G satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.8, it is routine
to show that one can extend the assignment ? [ K? to the whole category
of representations such that the assumption of Lemma 3.16 is fulfilled. Thus
Lemma 3.16 captures the desired closed subgroup H. Q.E.D
Remark 3.17. It follows from [R1, AHKT] that if H is a closed subgroup
of G as in Theorem 3.15, then H is equal to the group of all automorphisms
of M leaving MH pointwise fixed, therefore we have a complete Galois
correspondence.
4. KAC ALGEBRA CASE
In this section we generalize Theorem 3.13 and Theorem 3.15 to the case
of minimal actions of compact Kac algebras. It turns out that the Galois
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correspondence holds between the lattice of intermediate subfactors and
that of left coideal von Neumann subalgebras. We also prove a bicommutant
type theorem between the left coideal von Neumann subalgebras of a compact
Kac algebra and right coideal von Neumann subalgebras of its dual Hopf
algebras.
Let A be a compact Kac algebra [ES, BS] with coproduct $, antipode },
and normalized Haar measure h, which is a normal trace state. We regard A
as a concrete von Neumann algebra represented on the G.N.S. Hilbert
space L2(A) of h with the G.N.S. cyclic vector 0h . The multiplicative
unitary associated with A is defined by
V(x0h !)=$(x)(0h !), ! # L2(A), x # A. (4.1)
Following [BS], we adopt the dual Hopf algebra [BS] rather than the
dual Kac algebra [ES] as the dual object of A; the dual Hopf algebra A
of A is the von Neumann algebra generated by
[(id|)(V); | # B(L2(A))
*
]
with the comultiplication and the antipode,
$ ( y)=V*(1y) V, }^( y)=JA y*JA , y # A , (4.2)
where JA is the canonical conjugation of A with respect to 0h . Let
U # B(L2(A)) be the unitary operator defined by
Ux0h=}(x) 0h , x # A
and set
V =F(U1) V(U1) F # AA $, (4.3)
V =F(1U) V(1U) F # A$A , (4.4)
as in [BS] where F is the flip operator of L2(A)L2(A). V and V are
multiplicative unitaries satisfying
V *(!x0h)=$(x)(!0h), ! # L2(A), x # A, (4.6)
V ( y1) V *=$ ( y), y # A .
A finite dimensional unitary corepresentation ? is a pair of a finite dimen-
sional Hilbert space H? and a linear map 1? : H?  H? A satisfying
(1?  id ) } 1?=(id$) } 1?
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and the following unitarity condition: If [e(?) i] is an orthonormal basis of
H? and
1?(e(?) j)=:
i
e(?)i u(?) i, j ,
then u(?)=(u(?)i, j) is unitary as an element in M(d(?), C)A, where
d(?) is the dimension of H? . We abuse the notation and call u(?) a unitary
corepresentation as well. Basic notions such as tensor product, direct sum,
complex conjugate corepresentations, and irreducibility are defined by a
standard procedure. Note that since A is a Kac algebra the complex conjugate
corepresentation u(? )=(u(? )i, j=u(?)*i, j) of u(?) is always unitary [W]. Let
?, _ be unitary corepresentations of A. Then the following orthogonality
relation holds:
h(u(?)*i, j u(_)k, l)=
1
d(?)
$i, k$j, l$?, _ .
Let 5 be a complete system of representatives of the irreducible corepresen-
tations of A. Then the linear span of [u(?) i, j]1i, jd(?), ? # 5 is a dense in
A in weak topology. For x # A we define x(?) i, j by
x(?)i, j=d(?) h(u(?)*i, j x).
[x(?) i, j] determines x in the sense that x= x(?) i, j u(?) i, j holds in
Hilbert space topology in L2(A).
Definition 4.1. A unital von Neumann subalgebra B of a Kac algebra
A is called a left (right) coideal von Neumann subalgebra if and only if
$(B)/AB (respectively $(B)/BA) holds.
Let Corep(A) be the category of finite dimensional unitary corepresenta-
tions of A.
Proposition 4.2. Let A be a compact Kac algebra. Then there exists
one-to-one correspondence between the following two sets.
(i) The sets of left coideal von Neumann subalgebras of A.
(ii) The set of systems of Hilbert subspaces K? /H? , ? # Corep(A)
satisfying the following:
K? K_ /K?_ , ?, _ # Corep(A).
K? K_ /K?_ , ?, _ # Corep(A).
K? =K? ? # Corep(A).
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The correspondence is given as follows. Let [K?] be a system of subspaces
satisfying the condition in (ii) and [e(?)i]d(?)i=1 an orthonormal basis of H?
such that [e(?) i]m?i=1 is an orthonormal basis of K? . Then the corresponding
left coideal von Neumann subalgebra B is the weak closure of the linear span
of [u(?) i, j] 1id(?), 1 jm? , ? # Corep(A).
Proof. First we note that two distinct von Neumann subalgebras B1
and B2 give rise to distinct Hilbert subspaces B1 0h , B2 0h because h is a
faithful normal trace. It is easy to show that the weakly closed linear sub-
space B defined in the statement is actually a left coideal von Neumann
subalgebra, so it suffices to prove that every left coideal von Neumann
subalgebra B arises in this way. Let [e(?) i]d(?)i=1 be an orthonormal basis of
H? and we set
K?=span { :
d(?)
j=1
x(?) i, j e(?) j ; x # B, 1id(?)= .
Since K? does not depend on the choice of the basis, we may and do
assume that [e(?) i]m?i=1 is an orthonormal basis. Thus x(?) i, j=0 for x # B,
j>m? . We show that u(?) i, j # B for 1id(?), 1 jm? . By the defini-
tion of K? , for j with 1 jm? there exist x1, x2, ..., xd(?) # B such that
d(?)i=1 x
i (?) i, k=$j, k . Using unitarity of u(?) and $(u(?)p, q)=r u(?)p, r
u(?)r, q , we get
u(?)*i, k 1=:
p
(1u(?)k, p) $(u(?)*i, p).
Since B is a left coideal we obtain
B % :
i
(h id )((u(?)*i, k 1) $(xi))
= :
i, p
(h id )((1u(?)k, p) $(u(?)*i, p xi))
= :
i, p
xi (?) i, p u(?)k, p=u(?)k, j .
Thus B is characterized as
B=[x # A; x(?)i, j=0, ? # 5, j>m?].
Since B is a *-subalgebra, the natural extension of [K?]? # 5 to the whole
category of unitary corepresentations satisfies the three conditions of (ii).
Q.E.D
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Definition 4.3. Let 1: M  MA be an action of a compact Kac
algebra A on a factor M.
(i) 1 is called minimal if and only if the linear span of [(| id ) }
1(M); | # M
*
] is dense in A and the relative commutant of the fixed
point algebra M1=[x # M; 1(x)=x1] in M is trivial.
(ii) Let B be a left coideal von Neumann subalgebra of A. The
intermediate subalgebra M(B) of M1/M associated to B is defined by
M(B)=[x # M; 1(x) # MB].
Theorem 4.4. Let 1: M  MA be a minimal action of a compact Kac
algebra A on a factor M. Then the map B [ M(B) gives one-to-one corre-
spondence between the lattice of left coideal von Neumann subalgebras of A and
that of the intermediate subfactors of M1/M.
Proof. For the same reason as in the proof of Theorem 3.15 we may
assume that M1 is infinite. Note that there exists a normal conditional
expectation E # E(M, M1) given by
E(x)1=(idh) } $(x), x # M.
In exactly the same way as in the case of compact group actions, for each
? # 5 one can find a Hilbert space H? in M with support 1 and its basis
[V(?)]d(?)i=1 satisfying
$(V(?) i)=:
j
V(?) j u(?) j, i .
Thus, as before, we can identify our 5 with that in Theorem 3.3 and we get
a?=1 thanks to the orthogonality relation. Let L be an intermediate
subfactor and K?=L & H? . Thanks to Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.9, L
generated by M1 and [K?]? # 1 , and is characterized by
L=[x # M; E(K=? x)=0, ? # 5].
Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 3.16 we can conclude L=M(B) by
using Proposition 4.2, where B is the left coideal von Neumann subalgebra
corresponding to [K?]? . The map is injective because two distinct systems
of subspaces satisfying the assumption of Proposition 4.2(ii) give rise to two
distinct intermediate subfactors. Q.E.D
Remark 4.5. The crossed product M_1 A is the von Neumann algebra
generated by 1(M) and CA . As is expected, we can identify the basic
extension M1 with M_1 A if the action is minimal as follows. Let e0 be the
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projection in A corresponding to the trivial corepresentation of A and we
set e=1e0 . Since we have the dual operator valued weight of the crossed
product whose restriction to A is a semifinite trace (Plancherel weight), if
MeM is dense in M_1 A we can apply Lemma 2.4 and get the result.
Indeed, it is known [BS] that A is a direct sum of type Id(?) factors A ? ,
? # 5 and the multiplicative unitary V can be expanded as
V= :
? # 5
:
1i, jd(?)
e(?) i, j u(?)i, j ,
where [e(?)i, j] are matrix units of A ? . Thanks to (4.1), we have
e(?)i, j u(_)k, l 0h=$?, _ $j, lu(?)k, i 0h .
Now, we show
d(?) $(V(?)i*) e$(V(?) j)=1 }^(e(?) j, i).
From $(V(?) i)=k V(?)k u(?)k, i . We get
$(V(?) i*) e$(V(?) j)=:
k
1u(?)*k, i e0u(?)k, j .
Thanks to the orthogonality relation, we obtain
d(?) :
k
u(?)*k, i e0u(?)k, j u(_)*p, q 0h=$?, _$j, q u(?)*p, i ,
where we use the fact that e0 is the projection onto the space spanned by
0h . On the other hand,
}^(e(?) j, i) u(_)*p, q 0h =JA e(?) i, j JAu(_)*p, q 0h=JAe(?) i, j u(_)p, q 0h
=$?, _$j, qJAu(?)p, i 0h=$?, _$j, qu(?)*p, i 0h .
Thus $(M) e$(M) is dense in M_1 A .
The above theorem suggests that it is worth while to study the structure
of the lattice of the left coideal von Neumann subalgebras of Kac algebras.
For compact and discrete Kac algebras we have the following:
Theorem 4.6. Let A be a compact Kac algebra and A its dual Hopf
algebra represented on L2(A). Let B/A be a left coideal von Neumann
subalgebra and C # A a right coideal von Neumann subalgebra. Then the
following hold:
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(i) B$ & A is a right coideal von Neumann subalgebra of A and
(B$ & A )$ & A=B.
(ii) C$ & A is a left coideal von Neumann subalgebra of A and (C$ & A)$
& A =C.
(iii) Set B =}^(B$ & A ). Then the map given by B [ B is a lattice
anti-isomorphism between the set of left coideal von Neumann subalgebras of
A and that of A .
Proof. (i) Let EB be the h preserving conditional expectation in E(A, B)
and eB its Jones projection, i.e., eB is the projection defined by eB x0h=
EB (x) 0h , x # A. Note that eB # B$ and [eB ]$ & A=B hold. Thus to
prove (B$ & A )$ & A=B it suffices to show eB # B$ & A . First, we prove
(idEB ) } $=$ } EB . Let [K?]? # 5 be the system of Hilbert subspaces
corresponding to B and [e(?) i]d(?)i=1 an orthonormal basis of H? such that
[e(?) i]m?i=1 is a basis of K? . As we saw in the proof of Proposition 4.2, the
linear span of [u(?) i, j], ? # 5, 1id(?), 1 jm? is dense in B in weak
topology. Let x # A, 1 jm? . Then we get
(idh)((1u(?) i, j) $(x))= :
d(?)
k=1
u(?)*k, i (idh)($(u(?)k, jx))
= :
d(?)
k=1
u(?)*k, i h(u(?)k, j x)
= :
d(?)
k=1
u(?)*k, i h(u(?)k, j EB(x))
=(idh)((1u(?) i, j) $(EB (x))),
which implies (idEB ) } $(x)=$ } EB (x). Let V be the multiplicative
unitary defined in (4.3). Then thanks to (4.5), for ! # L2(A) and x # A we
get
V *(1eB )(!x0h)=V *(!EB (x) 0h)=$(EB (x))(!0h)
=(idEB ) } $(x)(!0h)=(1eB ) V *(!x0h),
and so (1eB ) commutes with V . Since [| id )(V ); | # B(L2(A))*] is
dense in A $, eB # A . Let x # B, y # B$ & A . Then
$ ( y)(x1)=V*(1y) V(x1)=V*(1y) $(x) V=V*$(x)(1y) V
=(x1) V*(1y) V=(x1) $ ( y).
Thus B$ & A is a right coideal von Neumann subalgebra of A .
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(ii) As above, in a similar way one can show that C$ & A is a left
coideal von Neumann subalgebra of A. Let C0=(C$ & A)$ & A . Then it is
easy to show C$0 & A=C$ & A. Thus to prove C0=C, it suffices to prove
that if C1 and C2 are distinct right coideal von Neumann subalgebras of A ,
then C$1 & A and C$2 & A are distinct. Since the Plancherel weight of A is
the restriction of the usual trace on B(L2(A)), there exists a trace preserving
conditional expectation F # E(B(L2(A)), A ). Note that one can identify F
with the dual weight of the crossed product of A and A =A$ when $ is
regarded as an action of A on itself. Thus the restriction of F to A$ is a
trace. We claim that F((C$ & A)$)=C for every right coideal von Neumann
subalgebra C/A . To prove the claim it is enough to show that C } A$ is
weakly dense in (C _ A$)" because of (C$ & A)$=(C _ A$)". Let V be as
in (4.4). Thanks to (4.4) and (4.6), for c # C and | # B(L2(A))
*
we get
(id|)(V ) c=(id|)(V (c1))=(id|)($ (c) V ) # C } A$w,
which shows C } A$w=(C _ A$)". Using the claim, now we can show that
if C1 {C2 are right coideal von Neumann subalgebras of A , (C$1 & A)${
(C$2 & A)$, and so (C$ & A)$ & A =A.
(iii) This is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii). Q.E.D
In what follows, we assume n :=dimA<. Let = and =^ be the counit of
A and A , and e and e^ the integrals of A and A ; e and e^ are the minimal
central projections satisfying ex=e=(x), x # A, and e^y= e^=^( y), y # A . It is
known that the G.N.S. cyclic vector 0h of the normalized Haar measure h
of A can be identified with - n e0h and we have - n e^0h =0h as well
[KP]. The dual pairing between A and A can be written in terms of the
Hilbert space inner product as follows:
(x, y) =- n (x0h | y*0h ) , x # A y # A . (4.7)
The following is a space-free description of the anti-isomorphism of the
two lattices.
Proposition 4.8. Let A be a finite dimensional Kac algebra and B a
left coideal van Neumann subalgebra of A. We set
B =[ y # A ; (xb, y)==(b) (x, y), x # A, b # B].
Then the following hold:
(i) B is a left coideal von Neumann subalgebra of A with
dim B } dim B =dim A.
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(ii) B =B.
(iii) B =}^(B$ & A ).
Proof. (i) It is routine to show that B is a left coideal von Neumann
subalgebra of A . Using (4.7) for x # A, b # B, and y # A we get the following:
(xb, y)=- n (xb0h | y*0h ) =- n (JA b*x*0h | y*0h )
=- n (bJA y*0h | x*0h)=- n (b}^( y) 0h | x*0h) .
On the other hand we have
=(b) (x, y)==(b) - n (x0h | y*0h )==(b) - n (}^( y) 0h | x*0h) ,
and so B is characterized as
B =[ y # A ; b}^( y) 0h ==(b) }^( y) 0h , b # B].
Let EB and EB be the h and h preserving conditional expectations onto B
and B respectively, and eB and eB the corresponding Jones projections.
The above characterization shows
B #}^(B$ & A ) % JAeB JA =eB .
More specifically we show eB =n= } EB (e) EB (e^). Indeed, using }^(eB )=
JA eB JA =eB we get the following for b # B :
h (eBb )=h (}^(b ) eB )=(}^(b ) eB 0h | 0h )
=- n (eB e0h | }^(b *) 0h )=- n (EB (e) 0h | }^(b *) 0h )
=- n (0h | EB (e) }^(b *) 0h )== } EB (e) - n (0h | }^(b *) 0h )
== } EB (e) - n (}^(b ) 0h | 0h ) == } EB (e) =^(}^(b )) - n (0h | 0h )
== } EB (e) =^(}^(b ))=nh (e^b ) = } EB (e).
Thus we obtain the claim. Note that h is the restriction of the normalized
trace of B(L2(A)), and so h (eB )=dim Bn. Thus we get
= } EB (e)=
dim B
n
, eB =dim BEB (e^).
In the same way we can get
=^ } EB (e^)=
dim B
n
.
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Since eB is a projection,
eB =e2B =(dim B)
2 EB (e^EB (e^))=(dim B)2 =^ } EB (e^) EB (e^)
=dim B=^ } EB (e^) eB .
Therefore, dim B dim B =n.
(ii) It is easy to show B/B . Since B is a left coideal von Neumann
subalgebra of A we also have dim B } dim B =n, and so B=B .
(iii) In a similar way as in (i), one can show dim B } dim(B$ & A )=n.
Since we have the inclusion B #}^(B$ & A ) we get the equality. Q.E.D
Remark 4.9. Let 1: M  MA be a minimal action on a factor M
and L be an intermediate subfactor of M1/M. Thanks to Theorem 4.6 there
exists a left coideal von Neumann subalgebra B/A such that L=M(B).
Let L1=JML$JM , which is an intermediate subfactor of M/M1 . Under
the identification of M1 with M_1 A , we actually have L1=M1(B ). Let eL
be the Jones projection for L. Then,
L1 =(M _ [eL])"=(M _ (L1 & N$))"
=(M _ JM(L$ & M1) JM)"=(M _ j(L$ & M1))",
where j is the anti-automorphism of N$ & M1 defined by j(x)=JMx*JM ,
x # N$ & M. It is known [D] that under our identification, N$ & M1 is
identified with CA and j is identified with }^, so j(L$ & M1) is identified
with CB . Thus L1 is identified with the intermediate subfactor generated
by 1(M) and CB , which proves the remark.
APPENDIX (ADDED OCTOBER, 30, 1997)
Related to Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4, we give here an example of an
irreducible inclusion of factors N/M with a normal conditional expecta-
tion E such that N/M is discrete, E &1 is a semifinite trace on N$ & M1
(so that B1=B2=C=[0]) yet E&1 b j{E &1 on N$ & M1 . In fact, our
factors N, M are hyperfinite of type II1 with E # E(M, N) being the unique
normal conditional expectation preserving the trace { on M, and E&1 being
a semifinite trace on N$ & M1 . Thus, while the irreducibility of an inclusion
of (type II1) factors N/M with [M : N]< automatically entails its
extremality (thus, the trace-preservingness of j=JM } JM on N$ & M1); this
is no longer the case when [M : N]=, even if N/M is discrete.
Our construction is based on Powers binary shifts and their properties
([Po, PoPr]).
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Lemma A.1 [PoPr]. Let _ be a bilateral Powers binary shift acting on
[un]n # Z as in [Po], such that each half-line bitstream of _ is aperiodic.
Let P=vN[un]n # Z and N=vN[un]n0. Then the following hold true:
(i) N and P are factors;
(ii) _(N)/N and [N : _(N)]<.
(iii) _n(N)$ & N=C, \n1.
(iv) n1 _n(N)=C1.
(v) n1 _&n(N) is a dense *-subalgebra of P.
Proof. All these are well known properties from [Po, PoPr]. Q.E.D
Proposition A.2. Let P be a type II1 factor with an aperiodic auto-
morphism _ # Aut P and a subfactor N/P such that P, _, N satisfy the
conditions (i)(v) of the previous Lemma.
Let M=P<_ Z. Then we have:
(a) N$ & M=C1.
(b) N/M is discrete, i.e., L2(M1 , Tr) is generated by N&N sub-
bimodules which have finite dimensions both as left and right N-modules,
where Tr is the unique semifinite trace on M1=(N, M) such that TreN=1.
(c) JM } JM is not Tr-preserving on N$ & M1 , equivalently, there are
irreducible N&N sub-bimodules of L2(M1 , Tr) for which the left dimension
over N does not coincide with the right dimension over N.
Proof. (a) By property (iii) we have N$ & _&n(N)=C1. Thus, if a # N$ & P
then &E_ &n (N)(a)&a&2 0 (by (ii) and (v)) and E_ &n (N)(a) # N$ & _&n(N)=C
(by commuting squares). Thus a # C1, showing that N$ & P=C. Similarly
_n(N)$ & P=C, \n1.
Assume now that a=n # Z bnun satisfies ax=xa, \x # N. Thus, if bn {0
for some n then xbn=bn _n(x), \x # N. By using _n(N)/N, it follows tha
xbnbn*=bn_n(x) bn*=bnbn*x, \x # N. Thus bnbn* # C1 so that bn is a (multiple
of a) unitary element v # P satisfying
xv=v_n(x), \x # N. (1)
In particular, we have
_n(x) v=v_2n(x), \x # N (2)
Also, by applying _n to both sides of (1) we get
_n(x) _n(v)=_n(v) _2n(x), \x # N. (3)
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From (2) and (3) we get:
v*_n(x) v=_n(v*) _n(x) _n(v), \x # N. (4)
Thus, _n(v)=:v for some : # C1. Let then mk Z be such that :mk  1.
Then &_nmk (v)&v&  0 as k  . But m0 _(N)=C1 clearly implies _
is mixing, i.e., limu   {(_n(x) y)={(x) {( y), \x, y # P. A contradiction
unless v # C1, showing that N$ & M=C.
(b) Let Kn, m=u&nL2(N) un+m, for n0, m # Z, n&m. It is trivial to
see that Kn, mZL2(P) um, as nZ. Thus [Kn, m | n&m, n0, m # Z]=
L2(M), with all Kn, m being N&N bimodules.
Also, since as a left N module Kn, m=L2(_&n(N)) um is isomorphic to
L2(_&n(N)), we have dim(NKn, m)=[N : _(N)]n<. Furthermore, as a
right N-module Kn, m=umL2(_&n&m(N)) is isomorphic to L2(_&n&m(N)),
so that we have dim(Kn, mN)=[N : _(N)]n+m<.
This shows that N/M is discrete.
(c) This part is now clear, since we showed above that there exist
sub-bimodules K/L2(M1 , Tr) which are finitely generated both as left and
right modules, but with different corresponding dimensions (e.g., just take
K=Kn, m for some nm, n0, m{0). Q.E.D
Corollary A.3. There exist irreducible discrete inclusions of hyperfinite
type II1 factors N/M for which JM } JM is not trace preserving on N$ & M1 ;
Equivalently for which TrM1 and TrN$ do not agree on N$ & M1 , or, further,
for which the local indices [ pM1 p : Np] are not equal to (Tr p)2 for all
p # N$ & M1 .
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